F-SECURE TOTAL
Internet security and VPN
for all devices

Make your online life protected and untracked. F-Secure TOTAL
offers the best of both worlds combined together: best-in-class
internet security and online privacy with VPN.
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Security and privacy
in one subscription
STAY SAFE ONLINE
ANTIVIRUS
Keep your devices safe from viruses, trojans,
ransomware, adware, keyloggers, spyware, and
other malware, and make sure your Internet
connection is safe.

BROWSING AND BANKING PROTECTION
Browsing protection keeps you safe from harmful and
dangerous web pages to ensure your security and privacy.
Banking protection lets you know when you enter a safe
banking site and secures the connection to the site,
keeping your money safe.

DEVICE FINDER
It's easy to check the location of your phone in the
My F-Secure service. On Android, you can also lock a
lost device or delete all your information to prevent
other people from accessing your personal files, like
photos and emails.

FAMILY PROTECTION
Children spend a lot of time online. Protect
your kids’ safety online by setting limits for
their screen time and blocking harmful
content.

PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY
COMPLETE PRIVACY
VPN creates a secure and private tunnel between you
and the rest of the Internet. No-one can monitor you
or spy on what you do online.

WI-FI SECURITY
Your Internet connection is secured so that no one
can hack it, even when you use public Wi-Fi.

ACCESS BLOCKED CONTENT
Choose from over 25 virtual locations to easily watch
and access content that is not available in your own
country.

STOP UNWANTED TRACKING
Stop advertisers from making money at the
expense of your privacy

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Windows 10, 8.1, 7. ARM based tablets are not supported
macOS 10.13 (High Sierra), macOS 10.12 (Sierra), OS X 10.11 (El Capitan)
Android 5 or later
iOS 10 or later
Internet connection to validate your subscription and receive updates.
Check the latest technical details at www.f-secure.com/total.

